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Press Release
Youth summit: Day of laughter and hope
PITTSBURG -- When Michael Pritchard started the sound effects of explosions and
crashes that accompany video games he had the youthful audience’s full attention. When
he started talking about bullying and intolerance, the comedian had them in the palm of
his hands. When a young man began talking about the difficulties of his life and how he
began to act out as a reflection of those troubles, the gym full of youth was silent.
Between the bouts of laughter, Pritchard had a message that pierced the wall of teenage
cool and indifference and touched the hearts of over 750 people in attendance at the 9th
annual countywide Youth Summit at Los Medanos College in Pittsburg on April 16.
“He was the perfect choice for a keynote,” said Contra Costa County Supervisor Federal
Glover, who sponsors the event.
Pritchard kicked off the daylong event of workshops, booths and entertainment. After the
comedian’s presentation, the youth were able to ask questions of the city, school and
county officials. The topics ranged from more diversity in the teaching workforce to the
ways law enforcement treated youth.
The 18 wide-ranging workshops covered topics from avoiding gangs, starting a business
to being a good friend and how to find a job.
“Kids were able to see the Sheriff’s helicopter and some firefighting equipment up
close,” said coordinator Paul Adler, a member of Glover’s staff.
“It says a lot about the summit that the youth – on a Saturday -- got up early in time for
the 9 a.m. start and stayed the whole day,” said Adler.
“This was the largest turnout we ever had,” said Glover. “Word of mouth among the
youth and their use of social media is helping us get the word out.”

